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The Patent Act of 1952 is fundamentally designed to address acts of infringement by a single party. 1 Under the existing
statutory framework, a violation of Section 271(a)—the direct infringement provision of the Act—generally requires that one
party complete each step of an asserted patent claim. 2 Meanwhile, the provisions governing indirect patent infringement—
under which a party may be liable for contributing to, or inducing, another’s infringement—have also historically required an
underlying act of direct infringement by a single actor. 3 Thus, before a party could be held liable for direct, contributory or
induced infringement, a patentee traditionally had to prove that someone performed each step of the asserted patent claim
herself.
Until relatively recently, the Patent Act’s focus on the unitary actions of a single party worked quite well, as any direct
infringement almost invariably arose from the activities of a single actor working alone. Recent technological advances have
presented challenges to this traditional framework, however, as the development of the Internet has allowed individuals to
easily coordinate their activities remotely via networked computers. 4 This innovation has had a significant impact on patent
law—and its application to the e-commerce and telecommunications fields in particular—as many patented processes are
now increasingly susceptible to being divided amongst multiple actors working together across a computer network. 5
To combat this trend, patentees have increasingly filed so-called “divided” or “joint” patent infringement lawsuits over
the past decade, alleging direct infringement under Section 271(a) through the combined actions of two or more parties. In
other words, these cases contend that multiple parties should be held jointly liable for direct infringement even though none
of the defendants have individually performed every step of the patented claim themselves. Although these cases were quite
rare historically, courts typically resolved them under traditional notions of vicarious liability, requiring that one of the
defendants direct or control all of the infringing activity in order for a direct infringement to have occurred. 6 As incidents of
joint infringement became more common, however, some commentators began to criticize this traditional approach, alleging
that it created a loophole through which parties could enter arms-length agreements to jointly infringe a patent without any
legal liability. 7 Other scholars contended that these fears were overstated, however, asserting instead that the traditional
standard was justified on policy grounds insofar as direct infringement is a strict liability offense, and therefore could unfairly
ensnare parties who unwittingly participated in the joint infringement of a patented invention. 8
As scholars debated the proper standard for joint infringement cases, an en banc U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit (“CAFC” or “Federal Circuit”) addressed the issue in 2012 by agreeing to hear joint reargument in the cases of
Akamai Technologies, Inc. v. Limelight Networks, Inc. and McKesson Technologies, Inc. v. Epic Systems Corp. The chief
purpose of the rehearing was to decide the following: “If separate entities each perform separate steps of a method claim,
under what circumstances would that claim be directly infringed and to what extent would each of the parties be liable?” 9
Rather than answer the primary question presented in the rehearing, however, a majority of the CAFC sidestepped the issue
of joint direct infringement under Section 271(a), and instead focused their opinion on the law of inducement under Section
271(b). Specifically, the Akamai majority dispensed with the traditional rule limiting inducement to cases in which the
patentee had proven an underlying act of direct infringement by a single party, and instead held that a party engaged in joint
infringement could be liable for inducing patent infringement whenever it (i) had knowledge of the patent-in-suit and (ii)
encouraged someone else to perform one or more steps of the asserted patent claim, so long as (iii) every step of the claim
was ultimately performed by at least one of the parties. 10
Akamai marks a radical change in the law of patent infringement, sweeping aside decades of precedent governing
inducement under Section 271(b). In particular, the opinion is the first to ever hold that liability for inducement can arise
absent an underlying act of direct infringement punishable under Section 271(a). By decoupling inducement liability from
direct infringement, the Federal Circuit misinterpreted the text and original intent of the Patent Act of 1952, and in the
process gave new life to a number of poorly drafted patents, including many in the oft-criticized business methods field. 11
Moreover, because would-be infringers can still potentially circumvent Akamai with relative ease, 12 its fundamental
transformation of the law of inducement was particularly unjustified. Instead, any such modification should have come from
Congress, which has amended Section 271 in the past to close prior loopholes in the statutory framework, but had shown no
inclination to address the joint infringement issue.
This article therefore provides a critical analysis of the CAFC’s en banc decision in Akamai by first examining the
historical development of joint patent infringement doctrine, and second scrutinizing the Federal Circuit’s majority opinion,
before finally exploring the decision’s likely implications.
I. THE DEVELOPMENT OF JOINT INFRINGEMENT DOCTRINE
A potential case of joint patent infringement arises any time that two or more parties collectively perform the steps of a

patented claim. This scenario most commonly occurs in the context of what are known as method claims. A method claim
identifies a process—i.e., a series of steps or acts—used to perform a function or accomplish some result. 13 For example, a
basic business method claim for Internet advertising might disclose the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Designating an area of a webpage for the insertion of an advertisement;
Selecting an advertisement to display in the designated area each time the webpage is accessed by an Internet
user;
Tracking the number of times a particular advertisement is displayed; and
Billing the sponsor of an advertisement based on the number of times its ad was displayed in a given month.

Method claims are particularly susceptible to being divided amongst multiple actors. 14 With respect to the Internet
advertising method above, a website could potentially avoid patent infringement liability by outsourcing its advertisement
selection, tracking, and billing functions to a third-party vendor. In such a scenario, the website itself would complete the
first step of the method—by designating an area on its webpages for the insertion of the advertisements—while the vendor
would complete the remaining steps. Unless the website specifically directed and controlled the vendor’s performance of the
remaining functions, no direct infringement would have occurred under traditional interpretations of the Patent Act because
no single party would have directly or vicariously performed each step of the patented method itself. 15 While the website
could intentionally structure its operations in this manner to avoid infringement liability, more commonly parties will simply
choose to outsource certain functions to third-party vendors for efficiency purposes, without any infringement-related
motives.
Conversely, neither apparatus nor system patent claims typically raise the same joint infringement concerns. In the case
of apparatus claims, even if multiple actors divide up the manufacture of a patented machine, any party that sells or uses the
final completed device will itself have committed an act of direct infringement under Section 271(a). 16 Meanwhile, because
the Federal Circuit has held that system claims are infringed by whichever party ultimately “control[s] the system as a whole
and obtain[s] benefit from it”—even if someone else may supply one or more of the system’s components—these claims are
also not susceptible to circumvention by multiple parties working together. 17
Despite the seeming ease with which infringement liability for method patent claims can be avoided by dividing the
infringing acts among multiple parties, joint infringement cases were surprisingly infrequent prior to the formation of the
Internet. When these cases did arise, however, courts struggled at times to resolve them due to various conflicting policy
concerns. 18 In order to understand the difficulties raised by these cases—as well as the revolutionary nature of the CAFC’s
en banc opinion in Akamai—a brief historical review of joint infringement case law and the Patent Act of 1952 is instructive.

A. The Common Law of Patent Infringement
Prior to the passage of the Patent Act of 1952 there was no statutory provision governing infringement, with patent
infringement instead regulated under common law principles. 19 Applying traditional tort law doctrine, courts historically
analogized the use of a patented invention without the patent-holder’s permission to a trespass on his property. 20 In order for
infringement liability to arise, however, courts demanded that the infringer expropriate each and every element of the
patented claim. 21 As the U.S. Supreme Court explained in the 1883 case of Fay v. Cordesman, 22 “if the patentee specifies
any element as entering into the [patented] combination … he makes such element material to the combination, and the court
cannot declare it to be immaterial. It is his province to make his own claim and his privilege to restrict it.” 23
Courts subsequently developed the doctrine of contributory infringement to resolve cases in which a party did not itself
perform each step of the patent, but nevertheless caused or aided another’s infringement (i.e., situations where one party
completed every patented element with the encouragement or assistance of another). 24 For example, in the seminal case of
Wallace v. Holmes, 25 the court found that the defendant had “virtually” infringed an apparatus patent for a kerosene lamp by
reproducing the burner that was the heart of the invention, knowing its customers would eventually complete the patented
lamp by adding its chimney. 26 Similarly, in the 1875 case of Saxe v. Hammond, the court explained that in suits where
several parties each contributed “one of the elements of a patented combination,” infringement would only arise if those
elements were ultimately “combined by a party having no right to combine them.” 27 Thus, common law courts generally
required that in order for someone to be liable for contributory infringement, there must be an underlying act of direct
infringement committed by a single party working alone. 28
Meanwhile, although a few early courts employed “joint infringement” terminology in suits involving multiple
defendants, these cases also typically featured an underlying act of direct infringement by one or more individual actors. 29
For example, the court in Dowagiac Manufacturing Co. v. Deere & Webber Co. referred to the two defendants as “joint
infringers” in a case where one of the defendants directly infringed the patent by producing the infringing drills, and the other
defendant performed a separate act of direct infringement by selling the drills. 30
In the exceedingly rare case where no single actor directly infringed the patent, but in which the combined actions of two

or more parties did, common law courts typically required that the defendants be affiliated in some type of agency
relationship in order for direct infringement liability to arise. For example, in the 1944 case of Crowell v. Baker Oil Tools,
Inc., 31 the Ninth Circuit declared, “It is obvious that one may infringe a patent if he employ [sic] an agent for that purpose or
have [sic] the offending articles manufactured for him by an independent contractor.” 32 This requirement was premised on
traditional notions of vicarious liability, in which the acts of an agent are fairly attributable to the principal, so long as the
latter directed and controlled the former’s activity. 33 Thus, even if the principal did not perform each step of the patented
method herself, she was nevertheless liable for direct infringement when she knowingly had an agent complete one or more
elements on her behalf.
B. The Patent Act of 1952
Congress codified these common law principles in Section 271 of the Patent Act of 1952. 34 Subsection A of the
provision defines the act of direct infringement as follows: “whoever without authority makes, uses, offers to sell, or sells any
patented invention, within the United States … during the term of the patent therefor, infringes the patent.” 35 Direct
infringement under 271(a) is thus a strict liability offense; a defendant can be liable for infringement even if she is unaware of
the patent’s existence. 36 However, consistent with the common law doctrine, courts have subsequently interpreted Section
271(a) to require that every step of the asserted patent claim must be performed in order for direct infringement liability to
arise, 37 a requirement commonly referred to as the “All-Elements Rule.” 38 Thus, simply performing all but one of the
patented steps is not enough; every element of the patent claim must be performed in order for an infringement to occur.
Having statutorily defined direct infringement, Section 271 then went on to divide the common law doctrine of
contributory infringement into two separate provisions governing indirect liability. 39 Specifically, subsection B defines
“inducement,” declaring that “[w]hoever actively induces infringement of a patent shall be liable as an infringer.” 40
Subsequent courts have traditionally interpreted this provision by requiring that three elements be proven in order for
inducement liability to arise: (i) direct infringement by a third party, (ii) some inducing act by the defendant, and (iii)
affirmative intent by the defendant to cause direct infringement (i.e., knowledge of the patent-in-suit). 41 Meanwhile,
subsection C defines “contributory infringement” as follows:
Whoever offers to sell or sells within the United States or imports into the United States a component of a
patented machine, manufacture, combination or composition, or a material or apparatus for use in
practicing a patented process, constituting a material part of the invention, knowing the same to be
especially made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of such patent, and not a staple article or
commodity of commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing use, shall be liable as a contributory
infringer. 42
Applying this language, courts have typically held parties liable for contributing to another’s infringement when they have
sold a product constituting a “material part” of a patented invention with the knowledge that it will ultimately be used to
infringe the patent, so long as the contributory infringer’s customers then perform the entire requisite direct infringement
themselves. 43 However, like inducement, contributory liability also requires that the contributing party possess the intent to
violate the patent (as evidenced through its knowledge of the patent-in-suit). 44
Thus, the Patent Act of 1952 establishes a framework that has traditionally been interpreted to require that a single actor
actually perform each and every step of an asserted patent claim before any type of infringement liability will arise. The
party performing all of the steps is considered the direct infringer, with anyone inducing or contributing to that infringement
characterized as an indirect infringer.
C. Post-1952 Joint Infringement Cases
Given that the Patent Act of 1952 maintained the traditional common law approach to direct patent infringement
liability—emphasizing the unitary actions of a single party—subsequent courts struggled to apply the new law in cases where
multiple actors each performed some steps of the patented claim, but in which no single party acting alone infringed.
Fortunately, prior to the development of the Internet, joint infringement cases under Section 271(a) were quite rare, as it was
usually impractical for two parties to divide the performance of a patented method between themselves. Although joint
infringement suits were thus sporadic, they nevertheless arose frequently enough that courts developed two competing
approaches to resolve these types of cases, both primarily focusing on the relationship between the allegedly infringing
parties.
The first group of cases followed the general pre-1952 rule, requiring that the alleged joint infringers have effectively
entered some sort of agency relationship with one party directing or controlling the other’s activities. For example, in Free
Standing Stuffer, Inc. v. Holly Development Co., the court held that the defendant had jointly infringed a patented method
relating to the insertion of advertisement circulars into newspapers by specifically directing its printer to collate the ads in a
manner mirroring the steps of the asserted patent. 45 Similarly, although no formal agency relationship existed in Mobil Oil

Corp. v. W.R. Grace & Co., the court held that the defendant was nevertheless liable for direct infringement under Section
271(a)—despite not performing every element of the asserted patent claims itself—because it knew that its customers would
perform the remaining steps. 46 As the court explained, the “defendant, in effect, made each of its customers its agent in
completing the infringement step, knowing full well that the infringement step would in fact be promptly and fully completed
by those customers.” 47 Along these same lines, the court in Engate, Inc. v. Esquire Deposition Services, LLC refused to hold
a court reporting company liable for infringing a patent relating to the “real time transcription of trial testimony” because the
company did not actually direct its team of court reporters to commit the infringing acts. 48
Meanwhile, other subsequent courts took a more expansive approach to joint infringement liability, allowing patentees to
prevail under Section 271(a) so long as there was “some connection” between the infringing parties. 49 For instance, the court
in Marley Mouldings Ltd. v. Mikron Industries, Inc. held that joint infringement liability merely required that there “be some
connection between the entities performing the steps of the method patent.” 50 Likewise, the court in Faroudja Laboratories,
Inc. v. Dwin Electronics, Inc. determined that method patents were infringed whenever different entities “worked in concert
… to complete the process.” 51
D. The Federal Circuit Enters the Fray
Despite the conflicting district court precedents regarding the proper standard to apply in joint infringement cases, the
CAFC failed to enter the fray until relatively recently. In fact, rather than clarify the existing confusion, the Federal Circuit
initially complicated matters by issuing two conflicting opinions of its own in 2005 and 2006, respectively. First, in the 2005
case of Cross Medical Products, Inc. v. Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Inc., 52 the court considered a lawsuit arising from patents
covering implants used to stabilize the spine during orthopedic surgery. 53 Because the asserted patent claims required that
the implants actually be affixed to a patient’s spine, a step performed by an orthopedic surgeon during surgery, any direct
infringement liability for the defendant Medtronic could only arise under a theory of joint infringement. 54 Along these lines,
the plaintiff presented evidence that Medtronic’s representatives regularly appeared in the operating room to assist surgeons
with the implantation of the allegedly infringing devices. 55 In an opinion authored by Judge Linn, a panel of the CAFC
rejected the plaintiff’s joint infringement theory, refusing to attribute the activities of the surgeons to Medtronic: “if anyone
makes the claimed apparatus, it is the surgeons, who are, as far as we can tell, not agents of Medtronic.” 56 Thus, the court
appeared to adopt an agency-based standard for joint infringement, albeit without providing a significant analysis or
discussion of the issue.
A different panel of the CAFC then reversed course a year later in On Demand Machine Corp. v. Ingram Industries,
Inc. 57 In On Demand, Amazon.com and others were accused of collectively infringing a patent relating to on-demand book
printing by offering a service in which single copies of books could be published following a customer order. 58 Although the
Federal Circuit ultimately reversed the lower court’s judgment of infringement on other grounds, 59 the decision by Judge
Newman nevertheless offered some brief dicta regarding the joint infringement issue. Specifically, the lower court had
instructed the jury as follows:
It is not necessary for the acts that constitute infringement to be performed by one person or entity. When
infringement results from the participation and combined action(s) of more than one person or entity, they
are all joint infringers and jointly liable for patent infringement. Infringement of a patented process or
method cannot be avoided by having another perform one step of the process or method. Where the
infringement is the result of the participation and combined action(s) of one or more persons or entities,
they are joint infringers and are jointly liable for the infringement. 60
After quoting the district court instruction in its entirety, the CAFC panel then quickly noted, “We discern no flaw in this
instruction as a statement of law.” 61 Once again, however, the court failed to provide any significant analysis or discussion of
the issue.
Thus, within the span of six months, two panels of the Federal Circuit had issued conflicting opinions, the first
apparently endorsing an agency-based standard for joint infringement, and the second seemingly permitting liability any time
the combined actions of two parties infringed a patent.
1.

BMC Resources, Inc. v. Paymentech, L.P.

The CAFC finally resolved this conflict in the 2007 case of BMC Resources, Inc. v. Paymentech, L.P. 62 BMC involved a
patented method for processing debit banking transactions without a personal identification number (PIN). 63 Because the
asserted claims included steps to be performed by (i) a bank account holder, (ii) a third party billing processor, and (iii) a
financial institution, they were incapable of being infringed by a single party acting alone. 64 At the trial court level,
Magistrate Judge Kaplan reviewed the existing joint infringement precedent and concluded that “the cases appear to require
an agency relationship or evidence that the accused infringer directs or controls the infringing activities of the other

parties.” 65 Applying this standard, the district court determined that the plaintiff had proven nothing more than an armslength relationship between the defendant and other allegedly infringing entities, and therefore granted summary judgment of
non-infringement. 66
A panel of the CAFC affirmed on appeal. 67 In an opinion by Judge Rader, the court determined that the “district court
properly analyzed the law,” 68 concluding that traditional principles of vicarious liability required a “showing that the liable
party controlled the conduct of the acting party.” 69 Applying this general principle in the patent context, the court held that in
order for joint infringement liability to arise, one party must have exhibited “control or direction” over the other’s activities. 70
The Federal Circuit justified its heightened “direction or control” standard on policy grounds. In particular, the court
noted that the typical recourse against a party that does not itself directly infringe a patent, but instead encourages another’s
infringement, is to seek redress for indirect infringement (on either inducement or contributory grounds). 71 However,
because “[i]ndirect infringement requires, as a predicate, a finding that some party amongst the accused actors has committed
the entire act of direct infringement,” 72 the court feared that “expanding the rules governing direct infringement to reach
independent conduct of multiple actors would subvert the statutory scheme for indirect infringement.” 73 Put differently,
because both inducement and contributory infringement liability traditionally required not only an underlying act of direct
infringement, but also a showing of intent, the court believed that patentees would forgo filing indirect infringement cases
and instead proceed under a broad strict liability-based theory of joint direct infringement under Section 271(a). 74
Although the BMC court acknowledged that its direction or control standard “may in some circumstances allow parties
to enter into arms-length agreements to avoid infringement,” it nevertheless believed that “this concern does not outweigh
concerns over expanding the rules governing direct infringement.” 75 Instead, the court asserted that such fears can “usually
be offset by proper claim drafting,” noting that the plaintiff in BMC “could have drafted its claims to focus on [the activities
of] one entity.” 76 Put differently, the court believed that patentees could avoid any potential loophole created by its decision
by simply drafting their patent claims to focus solely on activity that would necessarily be performed by a single party acting
alone.
Unfortunately, despite establishing a definite standard for joint infringement cases, the BMC court failed to provide much
guidance regarding what would constitute sufficient direction or control for liability to arise. Indeed, the decision simply
found that the plaintiff had failed to develop “any evidence that [the defendant] provides instructions or directions regarding”
the allegedly infringing activity. 77 As a result, the CAFC affirmed the lower court’s grant of summary judgment of noninfringement. 78
2.

Muniauction, Inc. v. Thomson Corp.

Although the Federal Circuit’s decision in BMC failed to expound upon the direction or control standard for joint
infringement liability, the CAFC offered additional guidance the following year in the 2008 case of Muniauction, Inc. v.
Thomson Corp. 79 Muniauction involved a patented method for auctioning municipal bonds over the Internet. 80 Because the
asserted claims were clearly written to require the actions of multiple parties, the question raised in the case was simply
whether the defendant had exhibited sufficient direction or control over all of the patented steps in order for joint
infringement liability to arise. 81
The Muniauction panel noted that following BMC, the proper standard to apply in joint infringement cases was “whether
[the defendant] sufficiently controls or directs other parties … such that [it] can be said to have performed every step of the
asserted claims.” 82 Although the evidence developed at trial showed that the defendant had both controlled “access to its
system and instruct[ed] bidders on its use,” the Federal Circuit concluded that this was “not sufficient to [impose] liability for
direct infringement.” 83 Instead, the court held that liability for joint infringement could only arise when the defendant either
“performed every step of the claimed methods [itself or] had another party perform steps on its behalf.” 84
3.

Scholarly Reaction to BMC and Muniauction

Following the CAFC’s decisions in BMC and Muniauction, scholarly commentators were largely critical of the newly
established standard for joint infringement. 85 These authors generally argued that it was “unfair and perverse” to create a
potential loophole in which two parties could avoid infringement liability simply by collaborating at arms-length without one
party directing and controlling the other’s activities. 86 Moreover, they feared, the Federal Circuit’s new standard risked
rendering thousands of patents practically unenforceable—and thus essentially worthless—given the ease with which parties
could now avoid infringement liability. 87
Not all scholars were opposed to the new standard, however. For example, in an article written prior to BMC, noted
intellectual property scholar Mark Lemley persuasively rebutted the critics’ argument by contending that because “patent
infringement is a strict-liability offense … permitting enforcement of distributed patent claims against anyone who produces
or performs any single element, with or without an intent to infringe, would sweep a large number of innocent actors within
the ambit of patent infringement.” 88 This concern was particularly acute in cases where a party’s only contribution to an
alleged patent infringement was the provision of a “staple item[] of commerce”—such as a computer—with the party
potentially facing liability without any way to reasonably anticipate the ramifications of its otherwise innocent activities. 89

As a result, Professor Lemley asserted, an agency-based standard was proper in joint infringement cases. 90
Moreover, Professor Lemley also anticipated the BMC court’s concern that expanding direct infringement liability to
encompass the combined activities of parties operating at arms-length would circumvent the statutory scheme for indirect
patent infringement, “render[ing] both § 271(b) and § 271(c) meaningless.” 91 Rather than undermine the statutory scheme
governing indirect liability, he believed that any concerns arising from joint infringement cases could instead be remedied
through better claim drafting. 92 Take, for example, a method patent claiming the process used to make a simple telephone
call. Rather than explicitly including steps to be completed by both parties to the call, a patentee could instead draft the
patent to focus only on the actions of the party receiving the call. This could be accomplished by drafting a method claim as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Receiving a telephone call;
Answering the telephone call by lifting the receiver;
Talking into the receiver; and
Ending the telephone call by hanging up the receiver.

This claim would thus avoid the need to prove that one of the callers directed and controlled the other’s activity, and instead
could be infringed based on the actions of a single party alone anytime a telephone call was made.
In addition to Professor Lemley’s policy arguments, other commentators noted that the Patent Office’s reissue procedure
offered a means to salvage some patents that had been rendered largely unenforceable by BMC and Muniauction. 93 While
such an option was not without its risks—the patentee surrenders its original patent and loses the right to prosecute
infringement that arises during the pendency of the reissue process—a reissued patent would nevertheless allow patentees to
redraft their claims to encompass only the activities of a single party. 94
E. Post-BMC/Muniauction Joint Infringement Cases
While the scholarly debate regarding the soundness of the BMC/Muniauction standard continued, lower courts began to
apply the direction or control test in subsequent joint infringement cases. As critics of the Federal Circuit’s decisions had
feared, patentees found it difficult to prevail under the new paradigm, 95 with district courts increasingly demanding that
plaintiffs provide proof of either an agency relationship or an actual contractual obligation to perform the infringing steps in
order for joint infringement liability to arise. 96 For example, in Global Patent Holdings, LLC v. Panthers BRHC LLC,
several parties were alleged to have jointly infringed a patent relating to the downloading of audio-visual files over the
Internet. 97 The trial court held that in light of BMC and Muniauction, “mere guidance or instruction in how to conduct some
of the steps of the method patent” was insufficient; 98 the court instead required evidence “of a contractual obligation” to
perform, or proof of an agency relationship, in order to proceed on a joint infringement claim. 99 Similarly, in Emtel, Inc. v.
LipidLabs, Inc., the district court concluded that “[g]iving instructions or prompts to the third party in its performance of the
steps necessary to complete infringement, or facilitating or arranging for the third-party’s involvement in the alleged
infringement, are not sufficient.” 100 Instead, it held that the joint infringers must be working together “in accordance with
specific instructions and requirements” to support a finding of joint infringement under Section 271(a). 101
Given the difficulty patent-holders faced in asserting joint infringement claims following BMC and Muniauction, at least
one judge on the CAFC began to publicly question the soundness of the direction or control standard. In Golden Hour Data
Systems, Inc. v. emsCharts, Inc., 102 Judge Newman dissented from a majority opinion affirming the lower court’s decision
that sufficient direction or control was not established when the defendants had simply coordinated their activities outside of
an agency relationship. 103 In particular, Judge Newman asserted that the direction or control standard was “incorrect as a
matter of law,” 104 arguing that “[a] collaborative effort … is not immune from infringement simply because the participating
entities have a separate corporate status.” 105 She contended that the trial court should have held that the defendants were
jointly infringing the patent given that they “combined their procedures into an integrated system that met all of the
limitations of [the asserted] claims.” 106 Judge Newman was thus continuing to endorse the standard she had adopted in dicta
in the On Demand case in 2006. 107
II. AKAMAI AND MCKESSON
With both scholarly commentators and even some members of the CAFC having expressed their dissatisfaction with the
BMC/Muniauction standard for joint infringement, the Federal Circuit agreed to reconsider the issue en banc in 2012 in the
combined appeals of Akamai Technologies, Inc. v. Limelight Networks, Inc. and McKesson Technologies, Inc. v. Epic
Systems Corp.

A. Akamai Case History
The patents at issue in Akamai dealt with a process for more efficiently providing web content to users across the
Internet. 108 Specifically, the patents claimed a method in which large component files embedded on a web page, such as
photos or videos, are placed on separate servers managed by third party service providers in various geographic areas. 109
This process enabled websites to avoid having to purchase and maintain enough server capacity of their own to handle
unexpectedly large demand for their web content, while also helping to prevent physically remote users of the websites from
experiencing slow transmission speeds due to Internet delays or congestion. 110 Limelight, the defendant in the case, offered
competing web content delivery services to its clients utilizing a similar process. 111
Because both Limelight’s service and the asserted patents relied on the website content provider itself fulfilling one or
more of the steps of the process, Akamai was unable to proceed under a traditional theory of direct infringement and instead
had to rely on a joint infringement claim. 112 Two weeks before the Federal Circuit released its decision in Muniauction, the
Akamai trial court refused to grant Limelight’s motion to dismiss the case pursuant to BMC, believing that a colorable claim
of joint infringement had been alleged. 113 However, the district court agreed to reconsider its decision following the release
of Muniauction. Specifically, the court interpreted the CAFC’s new precedent as requiring “something more than merely a
contractual agreement to pay for a defendant’s services and instructions or directions on how to utilize those services.” 114
Because there was “no suggestion that the agreements between Limelight and its customers for content delivery services were
other than the result of an arms-length contract,” the court dismissed the case pursuant to Muniauction. 115
On appeal, a panel of the Federal Circuit affirmed. 116 Applying BMC and Muniauction, the court determined that “what
is essential [in the joint infringement inquiry] is not merely the exercise of control or the providing of instructions, but
whether the relationship between the parties is such that acts of one may be attributed to the other.” 117 As the Akamai panel
explained, “there can only be joint infringement when there is an agency relationship between the parties who perform the
method steps or when one party is contractually obligated to the other to perform the steps.” 118 The court thus once again
limited joint infringement to cases in which all of the infringing acts could be attributed either directly or vicariously to a
single party. Given that Akamai had failed to establish either the requisite agency relationship or a contractual obligation to
perform, the appellate panel affirmed the trial court’s dismissal of the case. 119
B. McKesson Case History
As with Akamai, Internet-related patents were also at issue in McKesson Technologies, Inc. v. Epic Systems Corp.
Specifically, the asserted patent claimed a process for facilitating electronic communication between a healthcare provider
and her patients. 120 Similar to the asserted patents in Akamai, McKesson’s patented claims included steps to be performed by
multiple parties (in this case both the patient and the doctor). 121 Meanwhile, the defendant, Epic Systems, provided a
“MyChart” service to physicians allowing them to enable their patients to access medical records and schedule appointments
electronically. 122 McKesson filed an inducement case against Epic, asserting that the company induced doctors and their
patients to jointly infringe its patents through use of the MyChart system. 123
Relying on both BMC and Muniauction, the trial court decided that the plaintiff’s evidence was “insufficient to
demonstrate the direction and control necessary to establish joint infringement.” 124 Although McKesson had emphasized the
fact that MyChart allowed physicians to control their patients’ access to the system, and required users to abide by various
terms and conditions, the court rejected the plaintiff’s joint infringement claim because the patients were not contractually
obligated to use the system. 125 As a result, absent any proof of a sufficient underlying direct joint infringement, Epic was not
liable for inducing infringement of the asserted patent.
A panel of the CAFC affirmed the district court’s decision pursuant to the BMC, Muniauction, and Akamai precedents.
In particular, the majority opinion by Judge Linn stressed that Akamai had held that joint infringement required proof of
either an agency relationship or a contractual obligation to perform the patented steps. 126 Without such a showing, the
majority opinion concluded, “the MyChart users’ actions cannot be attributed to the MyChart providers,” and therefore Epic
had not induced any party to directly infringe the patent-in-suit. 127
However, as in Golden Hour Data Systems, 128 Judge Newman once again dissented in McKesson. Reiterating her
frustration with the Federal Circuit’s joint infringement standard, her dissent noted that “neither collaboration nor joint action
nor facilitation nor authorization nor invitation can overcome the immutable barrier to infringement when all of the
participating entities are not under the ‘control or direction’ of a mastermind infringer.” 129 Asserting that none of the
CAFC’s pre-BMC precedent had required that a single actor either directly or vicariously perform every infringing act, 130
Judge Newman instead contended that the jury instruction quoted in the On Demand decision—simply requiring that two
parties collectively perform all of the patented steps—accurately summarized the law of joint infringement. 131
Meanwhile, Judge Bryson issued an abbreviated concurring opinion in McKesson, stating:
I agree that the decision in this case is correct in light of this court’s decisions in BMC Resources,
Muniauction, and Akamai Technologies. Whether those decisions are correct is another question, one that
is close enough and important enough that it may warrant review by the en banc court in an appropriate

case. 132
Thus, even though the majority decision in McKesson left the CAFC’s existing joint infringement standard intact, a majority
of the panel nevertheless believed the issue should be reexamined in the future.
C. Akamai En Banc Opinion
The Federal Circuit heeded the calls for a reexamination of the BMC/Muniauction standard for joint infringement by
granting a joint, en banc rehearing in Akamai and McKesson. 133 When granting the rehearing in Akamai, the court asked the
parties to brief one specific issue: “If separate entities each perform separate steps of a method claim, under what
circumstances would that claim be directly infringed and to what extent would each of the parties be liable?” 134 Meanwhile,
because McKesson was based entirely on a claim of inducement rather than direct infringement, the questions to be briefed
for the rehearing of that appeal focused on issues of indirect infringement:
1. If separate entities each perform separate steps of a method claim, under what circumstances, if any,
would either entity or any third party be liable for inducing infringement or for contributory
infringement?; and
2. Does the nature of the relationship between the relevant actors—e.g., service provider/user;
doctor/patient—affect the question of direct or indirect infringement liability? 135
Given the focus of the rehearing in the Akamai case on direct infringement, many observers expected the Federal Circuit
to either affirm or substantially alter the existing standard for joint infringement under Section 271(a). 136 Contrary to these
expectations, however, a bare majority of the en banc CAFC sidestepped the issue of direct infringement almost entirely in a
per curium opinion released on August 31, 2012. 137 The 6-5 majority instead opted to focus their decision on the law of
inducement under Section 271(b), modifying the traditional requirement that an underlying act of direct infringement be
performed in order for inducement liability to arise.
The majority opinion began by briefly discussing the issue of joint direct infringement, addressing the policy rationale
underpinning the traditional rule that a single party must itself directly or vicariously perform each step of a method claim:
Because direct infringement is a strict liability tort, it has been thought that extending liability [to multiple
independent parties collectively performing the steps of the method claim] would ensnare actors who did
not themselves commit all the acts necessary to constitute infringement and who had no way of knowing
that others were acting in a way that rendered their collective conduct infringing. 138
The court then reiterated the BMC/Muniauction standard by stating that joint infringement liability only arises under Section
271(a) when one party can properly be held accountable for the activities of another, such as in the case of an agency
relationship or a showing of “direction or control.” 139 Although the propriety of this rule was expected to be the focal point
of the en banc opinion, the majority instead opted to eschew the issue entirely, stating: “Because the reasoning of our
decision today is not predicated on the doctrine of direct infringement, we have no occasion at this time to revisit any of those
principles regarding the law of divided infringement as it applies to liability for direct infringement under 35 U.S.C. §
271(a).” 140
Instead, the majority focused on induced infringement under Section 271(b). It began by contending that because
inducement extends liability to parties “who advise[], encourage[], or otherwise induce[] others to engage in infringing
conduct, it is well suited to address the problem presented by the cases before us.” 141 Nevertheless, the majority recognized
that a traditional inducement claim had several relevant limitations. For instance, unlike the strict liability standard for direct
infringement, inducement requires evidence that the “inducer act with knowledge that the induced acts constitute patent
infringement.” 142 Meanwhile, the court also acknowledged “that there can be no [inducement] without direct
infringement.” 143 Thus, a claim for inducement not only requires that the inducer “‘cause[s], urge[s], encourage[s], or aid[s]’
the infringing conduct,” but also that “the induced conduct is [actually] carried out.” 144
While the majority’s inducement discussion had generally been uncontroversial up to this point, the court quickly shifted
to more contentious grounds. Despite acknowledging that a finding of inducement had always required “proof that there has
been direct infringement,” the court stated that this was “not the same as requiring proof that a single party would be liable as
a direct infringer.” 145 In other words, even if the defendants’ collective use of the patented method did not rise to the level of
joint direct infringement under Section 271(a), the majority asserted that those same acts could still be combined to create a
sufficient act of “direct infringement” for purposes of sustaining a case of inducement. The Akamai majority was thus
interpreting the term “direct infringement” differently for purposes of inducement under 271(b) than it had always been
understood in the context of the direct infringement provision itself, Section 271(a).

Specifically, the majority held that although “all of the steps of a claimed method must be performed in order to find
induced infringement … it is not necessary to prove that all the steps were committed by a single entity.” 146 Instead, under
the Federal Circuit’s new formulation, liability for inducement will arise any time that a party (i) knows of the patent-in-suit,
and (ii) induces the performance of the steps claimed in the patent, so long as (iii) all of the steps are ultimately performed. 147
In reaching this holding, the Akamai majority explicitly overruled BMC Resources only to the extent that the prior decision
had held that liability for inducement hinges on an underlying act of direct infringement by a single party. 148 Thus, following
Akamai, patentees can proceed on a case of inducement against alleged joint infringers even though the CAFC’s own, still
binding precedent under 271(a) would not permit the patent-holder to prevail against the same parties for the underlying act
of direct infringement.
The Federal Circuit’s en banc majority justified its new formulation of inducement on several grounds. First, the court
argued that from the patentee’s perspective, the same harm is inflicted whether an inducer entices a single party to directly
infringe the patent, or induces multiple parties to jointly infringe the patent.” 149 Under this logic, the majority contended,
“[i]t would be a bizarre result to hold someone liable for inducing another to perform all of the steps of a method claim but to
hold harmless one who goes further by actually performing some of the steps himself.” 150 The court purported to ground
these observations in the Patent Act, stating:
Nothing in the text indicates that the term ‘infringement’ in section 271(b) is limited to ‘infringement’ by
a single entity. Rather, ‘infringement’ in this context appears to refer most naturally to the acts necessary
to infringe a patent, not to whether those acts are performed by one entity or several. 151
Second, the en banc majority interpreted the legislative history of the Patent Act of 1952 to support its new inducement
standard. Specifically, the court pointed to Congressional testimony from Giles Rich, one of the drafters of the Act, who
analogized “contributory infringement … [to] the law of joint tort feasor where two people somehow together create an
infringement which neither one of them individually or independently commits.” 152 Similarly, the majority also quoted
another portion of Rich’s testimony in which he discussed the potential infringement of patents covering various radio
transmission methods despite the fact that “a radio transmitter and a radio receiver are owned and operated by different
persons.” 153 In particular, Rich stated that although “there is obvious infringement of the patent, there is no direct infringer of
the patent but only two contributory infringers.” 154 In light of this testimony, the en banc majority concluded that Rich had
“clearly indicate[d] that he viewed indirect infringement as an available remedy even in the absence of any single direct
infringer.” 155
Finally, the Akamai court justified its expanded definition of inducement by analogizing the new standard to principles of
criminal and tort law. For instance, it noted that under the Federal Criminal Code, accessory liability extends to anyone who
“aids, abets, counsels, commands, induces or procures” the commission of a crime, or one who “willfully causes an act to be
done which if directly performed by him or another would be an offense against the United States.” 156 Along these same
lines, the majority quoted the Second Restatement of Torts as stating that one can be held liable as a joint tortfeasor if he
“orders or induces [tortious] conduct, [so long as] he knows or should know of circumstances that would make the conduct
tortious if it were his own.” 157 The court found the tort analogy to be “particularly telling” given that patent infringement
liability had originally been based on common law tort principles. 158 Thus, the en banc majority remanded both Akamai and
McKesson back to their respective district courts for a determination of whether the respective plaintiffs could prevail under
the newly revised theory of induced infringement. 159
D. Akamai En Banc Dissents
Given the en banc majority’s innovative and expansive interpretation of inducement in Akamai, it was not surprising that
the opinion generated two strenuous dissents. First, Judge Newman revived her earlier dissenting opinions in the Golden
Hour and McKesson (panel) appeals by criticizing the requirement that a single party must itself perform each step of a
patented method—either directly or vicariously—in order for direct infringement liability to arise (a rule preserved by the
Akamai majority 160). In particular, she emphasized that Section 271(a) imposes liability on “whoever” directly infringes a
patent, a word she believed embraced both “the singular and plural” tenses. 161 As a result, she contended, liability for direct
infringement should arise whenever “all of the claimed steps are performed, whether by a single entity or more than one
entity, whether by direction or control, or jointly, or in collaboration or interaction.” 162
At the same time, Judge Newman also criticized the majority’s expansive interpretation of inducement under Section
271(b), characterizing it as “a spontaneous judicial creation.” 163 She focused in particular on the incongruous logic
supporting the majority’s contention that although inducement requires an underlying act of direct infringement, that does not
mean that someone must actually be liable under Section 271(a): “I need not belabor the quandary of how there can be direct
infringement but no direct infringers.” 164 Consequently, Judge Newman took the majority to task for sidestepping the issue
of direct infringement liability and thereby avoiding the most pressing issue presented in the case: “The problem before the
court is not whether an inducer, properly defined, is liable for infringement; the problem is whether a method patent is
infringed when more than one entity perform the claimed steps of the method.” 165

Meanwhile, in a dissent authored by Judge Linn, four of the CAFC’s judges similarly criticized the majority’s new
interpretation of inducement, but argued that the existing BMC/Muniauction standard for joint direct infringement
sufficiently addressed the issue. In particular, they focused on the strict liability nature of direct infringement, contending
that a single entity rule is necessary to “protect[] an actor who practices less than all elements of a claim … from direct patent
infringement liability.” 166 Otherwise, they feared, the manufacturer of a nut or bolt may unwittingly find itself jointly liable
for patent infringement due to the fact that one of its customers happened to use the item to infringe a patent. 167 The Linn
dissenters thus insisted that traditional principles of vicarious liability should govern when the activities of multiple parties
can be combined to find an infringement. 168
With respect to the inducement issue in particular, the Linn dissent criticized the majority’s attempt to distinguish direct
infringement for purposes of Section 271(a) from the underlying direct infringement necessary for inducement liability under
271(b). Specifically, the judges noted that the legislative history for Section 271 in both the House and Senate clearly stated
that subsection (a) “is a declaration of what constitutes infringement.” 169 Because subsection (b) then explicitly premises
inducement liability on “induc[ing] infringement,” the dissent argued that under traditional rules of statutory interpretation
the two references to “infringement” must be defined consistently. 170 Thus, they contended, the existing statutory scheme
clearly required an underlying act of direct infringement under Section 271(a) in order for inducement liability to arise. 171
Accordingly, the Linn dissenters accused the en banc majority of improperly assuming the role of policy maker,
effectively rewriting Section 271(b) to reflect what they believe “Congress ought to have done rather than what it did.” 172
The dissent further noted that Congress has revised Section 271 on several occasions in the past to encompass infringing
activity not explicitly covered by the existing statutory language, and therefore could have amended the Act once again to
address the joint infringement issue if it had it desired to do so. 173 Finally, the Linn dissent disputed the majority’s analogies
to criminal and tort law, noting with respect to criminal aiding and abetting liability that such a charge still required proof of
an underlying statutory violation (i.e., the completion of some or act). 174 Similarly, they asserted, tort law also required the
completion of an underlying act or breach of a duty that was itself tortious to give rise to inducement liability. 175 Therefore,
they insisted, the majority’s analogies did not support its expansive new interpretation of inducement.
III. CRITICISMS AND IMPLICATIONS OF AKAMAI
The en banc majority’s expansion of inducement liability in Akamai can be criticized on several grounds beyond those
identified by the two dissents in the case. Nevertheless, because the decision remains binding authority, its implications for
joint patent infringement litigation must also be considered.
A. Criticisms of Akamai
As an initial matter, the en banc majority’s attempts to justify its decoupling of “infringement” for purposes of
inducement under Section 271(b) from the traditional definition provided in Section 271(a) fail to withstand scrutiny.
Specifically, the Akamai majority contended that “infringement” could be defined differently for purposes of the two
provisions because it believed that 271(a) does not set forth a global definition of the term, but instead merely specifies one
type of infringement liability. 176 In support of its position, the court relied on Congressional testimony from Giles Rich, one
of the drafters of the Patent Act of 1952, which it believed supported the contention that inducement did not require an
underlying act of direct infringement. 177
There are several problems with the majority’s argument. First, both the legislative history for the Patent Act, as well as
its subsequent interpretation by the Supreme Court, directly contradict the Akamai majority’s belief that “infringement” can
properly be defined differently for purposes of Sections 271(a) and (b), respectively. As pointed out in the Linn dissent, the
House and Senate Reports for the Act both clearly state that 271(a) “is a declaration of what constitutes infringement.” 178
The Supreme Court has adopted this same interpretation of the statute, noting in Aro Manufacturing that Section “271(a) of
the new Patent Code … defines ‘infringement.’” 179 Thus, the Akamai majority’s contention that 271(a) does not delineate
“infringement” is simply false as a matter of both the relevant legislative history and Supreme Court jurisprudence. 180
Moreover, basic rules of statutory interpretation demand that Sections 271(a) and (b) be interpreted consistently. Section
271(a) defines what it means to directly infringe a patent, stating that “whoever without authority makes, uses, offers to sell,
or sells any patented invention … infringes the patent.” 181 Meanwhile, Section 271(b) specifies that “[w]hoever actively
induces infringement of a patent shall be liable as an infringer.” 182 Because both subsections utilize different conjugations of
the word “infringe,” they should be defined consistently. 183 As the Supreme Court has stated, the “normal rule of statutory
interpretation [is] that identical words used in different parts of the same statute are generally presumed to have the same
meaning.” 184 Otherwise, “[t]o give these same words a different meaning for each category would be to invent a statute
rather than interpret one.” 185
Nor does the majority’s reliance on the Congressional testimony of Giles Rich support its novel interpretation of Section
271(b). As an initial matter, the Supreme Court has held that Congressional testimony from non-Representatives, especially
testimony that is not included in the official House or Senate Report for the bill, should not be given any significant weight

when interpreting a statute. 186 Not only did the Akamai majority emphasize testimony from Rich that was not included in
either the House or Senate Report, but it was actually delivered several years before the passage of the Act during an earlier
Congress’ consideration of patent reform. 187
Moreover, the statements by Rich that the Akamai majority relied on were themselves unclear regarding the intent behind
Section 271(b), and in any event were contradicted by Rich’s own later discussion of the provision. For example, the en banc
majority placed great weight on a statement by Rich that “contributory infringement is a specific application to patent law of
the law of joint tort feasor where two people somehow together create an infringement which neither one of them
individually or independently commits.” 188 The Akamai court interpreted this reference to contributory infringement to mean
“both contributory infringement and induced infringement,” 189 on the assumption that Rich was employing the prior common
law terminology in which “contributory infringement” was used to describe any indirect infringement. However, given that
Rich was testifying in support of a codification that explicitly distinguished between contributory and induced infringement,
it is far from clear that the statement in question should be interpreted so broadly.
Regardless, Rich repudiated this position in his later testimony, subsequently asserting that “wherever there is
contributory infringement there is somewhere something called direct infringement.” 190 Indeed, Rich’s own law review
commentary on the 1952 Act later explained that “[a]ctive inducement implies there is not a direct infringement by the one
doing the inducing and that the direct infringement was by another.” 191 In fact, the very notion of using 271(b) to target
underlying acts of direct infringement was antithetical to the intent of the drafters of the statute. As Rich clearly stated in his
law review commentary, “[i]n suing a direct infringer one would not have recourse to paragraph (b).” 192 Thus, far from
providing support for the Akamai majority’s expansive interpretation of inducement liability, Rich’s commentary—taken as a
whole—actually refutes it. Not only did he subsequently clarify that indirect liability requires an underlying act of direct
infringement, but he also specifically repudiated the notion that Section 271(b) could be used to attack underlying acts of
direct infringement in the manner that the en banc majority authorized.
In addition to relying on a fundamentally flawed distinction between “infringement” for purposes of 271(a) and (b), the
Akamai majority also employed faulty analogies to both criminal and tort law. Specifically, with regards to criminal law, the
court asserted that aiding and abetting liability arises whenever someone “induces or causes a criminal offense even when the
principal is found not liable for the unlawful conduct.” 193 However, as the Linn dissenters noted, criminal aiding and
abetting liability still requires proof of an underlying statutory violation. 194 Indeed, the related precedents cited by the
majority simply reflected cases in which the accessory to the crime was convicted, even though the perpetrator of the
underlying criminal act was not; 195 they do not stand for the proposition that the commission of an underlying criminal act is
not a fundamental element in an accessory case. In actuality, in order for criminal aiding and abetting liability to arise, the
government must prove the commission of a crime in the accessory case, even if the perpetrator of the actual crime was not
convicted in his own trial. 196 These cases are thus quite different from the Akamai majority’s new standard for inducement,
in which a party can be liable for inducing activity that, in and of itself, does not violate any statutory provision.
The en banc majority’s analogies to tort law are similarly flawed. In particular, the court primarily relied on the
Restatement (Second) of Torts § 877(a), interpreting the provision as providing “that a person is liable for tortious conduct if
he ‘orders or induces the conduct, if he knows or should know of circumstances that would make the conduct tortious if it
were his own.’” 197 However, the majority opinion omitted the introductory clause to the provision, which states: “For harm
resulting to a third person from the tortious conduct of another, one is subject to liability if he … .” 198 Thus, the Restatement
provision referenced by the Akamai court itself conditions inducement liability on the commission of an underlying tort by
another.
Read in its entirety, this provision from the Restatement therefore actually undermines the Akamai majority’s position,
because in a joint infringement case no one has committed an underlying tortious act. Indeed, the Akamai majority did not
alter the pre-existing rule requiring that a single party itself directly or vicarious perform each step of a patented method in
order for direct infringement to arise under 271(a). 199 Nor does the performance of some, but not all, of the claimed steps
violate a patent. 200 Thus, if no single party has performed the entire method, then no tortious activity has occurred under
Section 271, rendering the en banc majority’s reliance on the Restatement misplaced. Indeed, the provision the court cited
simply supports the traditional interpretation of inducement under the Patent Act, namely a situation in which an inducing
party causes another actor to commit a direct infringement of the patent-in-suit herself. Consequently, the Akamai majority’s
expansive theory of inducement is not only unsupported by the relevant statutory text and legislative history, but also by
analogous criminal and tort law doctrine.
While such a usurpation of Congressional authority is rarely justified, it was particularly unwarranted in this case.
Indeed, Congress had just conducted a thorough reexamination of U.S. patent law policy during its consideration of the
Leahy-Smith America Invents Act of 2011 (“AIA”). 201 Despite the fact that the BMC/Muniauction standard for joint
infringement was well established prior to the passage of the AIA, Congress did nothing to address this issue in the
legislation. 202 In fact, Congress actually took modest steps in the AIA to limit so-called “business method” patents, one of
the primary beneficiaries of the new rule set forth in Akamai. 203 Thus, the en banc majority’s radical expansion of
inducement liability was particularly unjustified given that Congress had opted not to address the prevailing standard for joint
infringement in the AIA. As the Linn dissent noted, Congress has previously amended Section 271 on several occasions to
prohibit infringing activity that was outside the scope of the existing statutory regime, yet elected not to expand joint

infringement liability under the AIA. 204
Given that Congress did not modify the statutory scheme governing infringement, the Akamai majority should have left
the existing BMC standard for joint infringement in place. Indeed, because direct infringement under Section 271(a) is a
strict liability offense, there are strong policy concerns supporting a rule requiring that a single party either perform all of the
infringing steps itself, or else direct or control the performance of the steps by another. If the law allowed the activities of
any two parties to simply be combined to find an infringement—no matter how loosely related the parties may be—then
those engaged in otherwise innocent activities would potentially be forced to defend themselves from a patent infringement
lawsuit. 205 For example, under such a regime anyone using the Internet could unwittingly find themselves subject to joint
patent infringement liability if it turns out their interactions with a website constituted part of the unauthorized performance
of a patented method. 206 This would be true even if the Internet user had no idea that the website was performing the process,
let alone any knowledge of the patent-in-suit. 207
The existing BMC standard for joint direct infringement addressed this concern quite effectively given the constraints of
the current statutory framework. In the case of a single actor performing all of the patented steps herself, the application of a
strict liability standard under 271(a) is justifiable because the party is aware and in control of all of the infringing actions. 208
Meanwhile, knowledge of all of the infringing steps is fairly attributable to a defendant under traditional theories of vicarious
liability when it specifically directs or controls another’s performance of one or more steps of the patented method. In the
absence of such direction or control, however, the imposition of strict patent liability on a party that was unaware of the
manner of performance of every step of the patented method would be unjust. Consequently, the BMC standard for joint
infringement fairly balanced the competing policy concerns under the existing statutory regime. 209
Admittedly, the Muniauction court may have gone one step too far by effectively holding that a defendant would not be
liable for joint infringement even if it provided instructions to its customers directing them to complete one or more steps of a
patented process, 210 thereby increasing the potential for parties to deliberately evade vicarious liability under Section 271(a)
by coordinating their infringing activities at arms-length. While patentees could often avoid this concern through better claim
drafting—focusing their patent claims on the unitary actions of a single party 211—many scholars nevertheless have argued
that additional protections were warranted. 212 Therefore, the Akamai court may have been justified in overturning the overly
restrictive view of the law espoused in Muniauction, thus reinstituting the broader standard provided by BMC. However, to
the extent that the Akamai majority believed that BMC also provided inadequate protection to patentees, then it should have
urged Congress to amend the law, not distort its long-standing interpretation of Section 271(b) to address the joint
infringement issue itself.
Indeed, Congress is better positioned than the judiciary to balance the competing policy concerns implicated by joint
infringement. Had Congress wanted to give patentees additional protection it could have enacted a new subsection 271(j) to
prevent parties from intentionally structuring their activities to avoid liability under the Patent Act. For instance, through
such a hypothetical subsection, Congress could have imposed liability in cases where two or more parties knowingly and
collectively perform each step of a patented process. Such a provision’s knowledge requirement would have protected
parties engaged in otherwise innocent activities from unwittingly finding themselves strictly liable under 271(a) for joint
infringement, while nevertheless preventing parties from intentionally structuring their activities to avoid infringement
liability.
Therefore, the Akamai majority’s reformulation of the law of inducement under Section 271(b) was unwarranted. Not
only was the decision flawed as a matter of statutory interpretation, but it was also at odds with the relevant legislative history
and a more recent Congress’ apparent intent. Given that the BMC standard adequately addressed the relevant policy concerns
under the existing statutory regime, and that Congress was better suited to adjust the law as necessary to address joint
infringement, the en banc majority should have simply left the traditional inducement standard in place.
B. The Implications of Akamai
Despite these criticisms, the new Akamai standard for inducement will have significant implications for the litigation of
method patents. As an initial matter, Akamai will likely substantially reduce patentees’ reliance on joint direct infringement
claims under Section 271(a). Because the en banc majority left the existing BMC/Muniauction standard for joint direct
infringement in place, future patentees hoping to pursue such a claim will still have to prove that a single party directed or
controlled the infringement of every step of the patented method. 213 Given that lower courts have interpreted Muniauction to
require proof of either an agency-based relationship or an explicit contractual obligation to perform, 214 many patentees will
thus continue to struggle to win joint infringement cases under 271(a) in the future.
Consequently, in the future patent-holders will likely increasingly rely on theories of inducement under Section 271(b) to
enforce their method patents against joint infringers. Following Akamai, patentees can forgo the need to develop evidence
showing that one party directed or controlled another’s performance of the patented steps and instead simply assert that the
inducer had knowledge of the patent and encouraged another party to perform one or more of its elements. 215 In many cases,
Akamai will thus provide patentees with a much easier path to enforcing their method patents against multiple parties. While
pursuing an inducement claim will require patentees to establish that the inducer had knowledge of the patent, 216 plaintiffs

will nevertheless be able to prevail in cases featuring a much more tenuous relationship between the joint infringers than
would be permitted in a direct infringement case. Thus, Akamai ironically flips a concern previously expressed by both
Professor Lemley and the BMC panel on its head; while Professor Lemley and the earlier court feared that expanding direct
infringement liability to encompass all joint infringement claims would render the indirect liability provisions of the Patent
Act largely superfluous, 217 the en banc majority has instead enlarged inducement liability to the point where it threatens to
render Section 271(a) irrelevant in joint infringement cases.
As a result, the Akamai decision gives new life to many method patents that were facing uncertain futures in light of the
BMC and Muniauction precedents. In particular, a number of the most-poorly drafted business method patents—i.e., those
either implicitly or explicitly requiring the activities of two or more parties to be infringed—will now be enforceable under
the new standard for inducement. This raises important policy issues, as business method patents have increasingly been
criticized for “unduly appropriating technology that had been previously practiced or as lacking innovative merit.” 218 Indeed,
as noted above, Congress recently implemented measures to curb some business method patents in the AIA. 219
Consequently, patentees—including many so-called “patent trolls,” or non-practicing entities—will increasingly rely on
Akamai to extract jury verdicts or favorable settlement terms from business method patents that would not have been
enforceable under the BMC/Muniauction standard.
While reliance on inducement liability will thus surely increase following Akamai, the CAFC’s new standard
nevertheless raises some potential strategic issues that must be considered by patentees hoping to take advantage of the new
decision. Specifically, whereas direct infringement under 271(a) is a strict liability offense, a party must have knowledge of
the asserted patent in order to be liable for inducement. 220 Patentees typically establish this knowledge by sending a notice
letter to the alleged infringer alerting it to the existence of the patent-in-suit in advance of a lawsuit. 221 Should a patentee
assert an inducement claim against an alleged joint infringer, it will thus be forced to confront the issue of when to notify the
defendant of its patent(s). Recently, some patent-holders have been increasingly reluctant to provide significant advanced
notice of their patents to infringers for fear of triggering a preemptive declaratory judgment action. Following the U.S.
Supreme Court’s 2007 opinion in MedImmune, 222 as well as the Federal Circuit’s subsequent decisions in SanDisk and
Teva, 223 simply sending a notice letter asserting your patent rights will usually give the recipient sufficient standing to file a
declaratory judgment case challenging the infringement and validity of the patent-in-suit. 224 Thus, by attempting to establish
the requisite knowledge to support an inducement case, a patentee risks letting the intended target of its lawsuit decide
whether to preemptively file its own case and, if so, the jurisdiction in which the suit will be heard.
Consequently, patent-holders will have to weigh the risk of providing advanced notice to the joint infringers with the
potential benefits of an inducement case. In some cases, the patentee may decide that it prefers to retain control over the
timing and location of its suit, and therefore forgo notifying the alleged infringer ahead of the initiation of the lawsuit. These
patent-holders could instead rely on a BMC/Muniauction theory of joint direct infringement under Section 271(a) to capture
any past infringement, while seeking damages on a going-forward basis for any continued inducement occurring after the
defendants were notified of the asserted patent(s) through the filing of the lawsuit. In other cases, however, a patentee may
decide that the benefits of providing advance notice outweigh the risks, thereby ensuing that inducement liability begins to
accrue as soon as possible. This is most likely to be the case when a traditional joint direct infringement claim is impractical
due to a clear lack of direction or control, or in cases where the patentee is not worried about litigating a declaratory judgment
action in the accused infringer’s preferred forum.
Meanwhile, although the Akamai majority presumably hoped its new inducement standard would help close the alleged
statutory “loophole” created by BMC and Muniauction—thus preventing parties from jointly infringing patents at armslength—its decision can still potentially be circumvented with relative ease by would-be joint infringers. Indeed, although
Akamai expanded the liability for joint infringement performed by multiple parties in the United States, a potential
extraterritorial loophole can still be exploited to avoid liability. Following the CAFC’s 2005 decision in NTP v. RIM, direct
infringement of a method patent requires that each of the patented steps be performed in the United States. 225 Therefore,
should any one of the steps of a patented method be performed abroad, Section 271(a) will not have been violated, and the
patentee will be unable to prevail on a case of direct infringement.
Because direct infringement under 271(a) had always been a prerequisite for inducement liability, this extraterritorial
limitation was traditionally read into Section 271(b) as well. 226 Although one scholar has speculated that the Akamai court’s
decoupling of inducement from direct infringement liability may also necessitate a reconsideration of the territorial limits of
271(b), 227 such an outcome appears unlikely. Indeed, just because a bare majority of a fractured Federal Circuit was willing
to change its formulation of the requisite direct infringement necessary for purposes of inducement does not mean that a
majority of the court would also agree to revisit its limitation on the extraterritorial reach of method patents. Consequently,
the CAFC will likely continue to apply the existing territorial restrictions in future inducement cases involving method
patents.
As a result, would-be joint infringers will likely be able to evade inducement liability under Akamai and NTP simply by
performing one or more steps of the patented method abroad. While the exploitation of this loophole may not be feasible in
some cases, many joint infringers will be able to easily structure their operations to circumvent U.S. patent law simply by
utilizing an offshore server to perform one or more steps of a patented method via the Internet. Thus, although the CAFC
attempted to close an alleged joint infringement loophole in Akamai, the decision is nevertheless unlikely to prevent nefarious

parties from evading patent infringement liability.
CONCLUSION
This article has critically evaluated the en banc Federal Circuit’s recent joint decision in Akamai Technologies, Inc. v.
Limelight Networks, Inc. and McKesson Technologies, Inc. v. Epic Systems Corp. In particular, the article first discussed the
evolution of joint patent infringement, and second reviewed the Akamai and McKesson litigation, before finally critically
analyzing the CAFC’s opinion and appraising its likely implications. Even though a bare majority of the Federal Circuit was
willing to expand inducement liability in order to address cases where no single party acting alone has infringed the asserted
patent, this article has concluded that the Akamai decision was unjustified as a matter of statutory interpretation, legislative
history, and policy. Moreover, although Akamai provides method patent holders with a potentially powerful new weapon to
combat joint infringement, the decision can nevertheless be circumvented with relative ease by anyone intent on avoiding
infringement liability. As a result, the Akamai court should have left the existing law of inducement intact and deferred to
Congress to address the joint infringement issue.
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